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APC’S

SQUIRRELS RULE

SAP
2014
CHALLENGE

SOUTH EAST ASIA

Kareen Gancio

Arvin Jay Solomon and Gerardo Alfonso
Lisaca, also known as the team “Squirrels” of
Asia Pacific College (APC), were declared the
Southeast Asia over-all champion in the SAP Lumira
University Challenge held last December 15-19,
2014 beating teams from Malaysia, Singapore, and
Indonesia.
The team, whose name was inspired by
the squirrels that wander the village where APC is
located, presented “Vital Signs: Global Warming”,
as their advocacy to educate and call the attention
of the audience on the adverse effects of climate
change. The SAP Lumira Visualization tools enabled
them to present their insights and proposals

Last February 7, 2015, Far Eastern
University, Manila held one of the most awaited
inter-school public speaking contests in the
country. This is the Search for the Philippine
Representative to the English Speaking
Union International Public Speaking Contest.
This contest determines the next Philippine
representative to the international contest that will
be held in London this May. This year’s national
theme is “To be ignorant of the past is to remain a
child”.
It was a privilege for Asia Pacific College
(APC) to again join this prestigious search. This
year, three (3) students, all members of APC
Speaks (The Debate and Public Speaking Varsity
of APC), joined in this said contest. They are
Adrian Santos, Gil Vince Reyes, and Betina Lois
Dela Cruz. With forty two (42) contestants from
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Arvin Jay Solomon (leftmost) and Gerardo Alfonso Lisaca
(rightmost) with Dr. Paulino Tan, APC President (center) during
the winners’ Recognition Day at APC Boardroom.

systematically as well as creatively. Complementing
the innovative features of SAP software are
the students’ public speaking training in APC,
teamwork, and the guidance from their mentors.
“We wanted to celebrate like we won the
NBA Finals but we just played it cool, gave each
other high fives, and clapped with the audience,”
Solomon, a BS Accountancy student and Lisaca, a
student of Business Management mentioned as they
recall their experience during the announcement
of the winners. Each of them received a Samsung
Galaxy Tab 4 as the grand prize.
Recognizing that presentations such as this
are essential part of their life as professionals in
the future, both are grateful to have acquired this
experience as early as now. They encourage their
fellow students to seek opportunities like this where
they could put into practice the training that they
acquire in the classroom.
different schools, it is such a great pride that Vince
and Betina landed in the final round where the top
6 speakers were left. Fortunately, Betina made it to
the top 3 and competed in the grand finals.
The grand final round was held in FEU,
Makati last February 14, 2015. The 3 remaining
contestants prepared a speech following this year’s
international theme “Culture is not a luxury. It’s
a necessity.” After the delivery of their speeches,
the board of judges asked the contenders to deliver
an extemporaneous speech about different topics
having the same level of difficulty. APC’s bet,
Betina placed 2nd while Calvin Chua (De La Salle
University) placed 3rd and Elaijah Claireese Quing
(Miriam College) was selected as the Philippine
representative to London’s Public Speaking
Contest.

SAP Lumira University Challenge is a
competition that aims to encourage the youth
to share their insights on economic, social, and
environmental issues using the SAP visualization
tools. To learn more about SAP Lumira, visit
saplumira.com.
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UPGRADES
Kareen Gancio

Asia Pacific College School of Engineering
Executive Director, Engr. Stanley Glenn Brucal was
officially conferred the title of ASEAN Chartered
Professional Engineer (ACPE) in the first ever Filipino
ACPE Conferment Ceremony along with 37 other
Filipino engineers last December 10, 2014 in the
Philippine Columbian Association Complex, Paco,
Manila.
The ACPE title allows the conferred engineer
to enjoy benefits including a mutual exemption from
assessment for the purpose of working and practicing
engineering profession in economies participating
in the ASEAN Chartered Professional Engineer
scheme; a definite advantage of opportunities that is
offered to enhance competitiveness and employment
opportunities; and a higher compensation for those
who work abroad. This designation will also help
engineers obtain higher points for those seeking
residency or migrating to other ASEAN countries
(ACPE Primer, 2014).
When asked about the implication of this
newly acquired designation to his career and to
APC, Engr. Brucal tells The RAMpage that “…we are
producing future engineers –future ASEAN engineers.
It is only prudent in my part as engineer to be ready –
not only in my field of practice, but in my current duty
as the Executive Director of the School of Engineering.”
He further adds that his conferment of the ACPE title
will be APC’s key in preparing and ensuring that its
engineering programs are at par with the other Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs) in the ASEAN region.
This will also serve as a call to professionals as well as
APC engineering alumni to upgrade their professional
licenses, and graduates to aim for professional licenses.
The conferment was initiated by the ASEAN

From L-R : PRC Commissioner, Hon. Yolanda D. Reyes; CHEd Chairperson, Dr. Patricia B. Licuanan;
Conferee’s brother, Engr. Sean Michael Angelo E. Brucal; Conferee, Engr. Stanley Glenn E. Brucal; PRC
Commisioner, Hon. Angeline T. Chua Chiaco; Engr. Romulo R. Agatep, Philippine Technological Council;
Engr. Leandro A. Conti, Chairman of the ASEAN Monitoring Committee on Engineering Services (AMCESP)

Monitoring Committee on Engineering Services for
the Philippines (AMCESP), chaired by the Professional
Regulation Commission (PRC), with the Commission
on Higher Education (CHED) and the Philippine
Technological Council (PTC) as members.
The conferment is one of the steps taken
towards the fulfillment of the ASEAN Mutual
Recognition Agreement (MRA) on Engineering
Services signed in Malaysia last 2005. The agreement
aims to facilitate the mobility of engineering services
professionals and the exchange of information to
promote adoption of the best practices on standards
and qualifications. It enables the qualifications
of professional services suppliers to be mutually
recognized by signatory member countries (ACPE
Primer, 2014).

Prior to the conferment, Engr. Brucal’s
application requirements were submitted to the
AMCESP Secretariat through the International Affairs
Division of PRC. The application was then assessed
by the Professional Regulatory Board of Electronics
Engineering, and evaluated and recommended
for approval by the Panel of Experts composed of
representatives from the PRC, CHED, and PTC. Finally,
the application was endorsed to the ASEAN Chartered
Professional Engineering Coordinating Committee
(ACPECC) Secretariat in Jakarta for approval.
Aside from being one of the first eight (and
the youngest) Filipino ACPEs in the field of Electronics
Engineering, Engr. Brucal is also a registered
Professional Electronics Engineer (PECE).
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SoAB
FACULTY

CONDUCTS

MINI

BUSSINESS

SEMINAR
FOR THE
MHC PARISHIONERS
Mynne Dacoco

SoAB faculty volunteers in the community outreach
project at MHC Parish

The School of Accountancy and Business’
(SoAB) members of the faculty recently conducted
a free Mini-Seminar Series on “Business Basics” for
the parishioners of the National Shrine of Mary Help
of Christians Parish in Better Living Subdivision,
Parañaque City. It was held on 07 February 2015,
Saturday, at the Multi-Purpose Hall of the parish.

The said activity is part of the community
extension services commitment of the SoAB
faculty, which is actually a second phase/batch
of the same seminar series. The first phase was
held sometime in 2013 with only the Accountancy
The Business Seminar Series featured the
faculty members conducting the seminars focused
following topics/modules: “Entrepreneurship 101”
on accounting/financial and taxation modules. APC
(for Sole Proprietors and Corporations) with Mrs.
as an educational institution does not only limit its
Gilda Fontanosa and Mr. Jed Loma as resourceservices to its students but also extends its arms to
speakers, “Bookkeeping Essentials” with Ms. Malou
Taruc, and “Taxation for Business” with Mr. Nonong its immediate communities. This initiative comes
as our department’s share in this advocacy by
Fontanosa as the resource-persons. The seminar
sharing our business acumen through educational
proper was followed by an open-forum and a legal
consultation clinic with Atty. Beverly Aguihap as the professional programs that would benefit the
members of the community with the objective
legal resource-person. There were seventy five (75)
registered participants on the day of the seminar are of promoting the entrepreneurial spirit among
mostly business enthusiasts and are currently running them, redounding to its larger impact on national
development.
or planning to establish their own businesses. Rev.
Fr. Ernie Cruz, the MHC Parish Priest likewise graced
SoAB faculty members (full-time and partthe program and welcomed the APC team in his brief
time) who joined the said community outreach
welcome remarks.
activity include the following: Ms. Angie Salting
(SoAB OIC), Mr. Manny Magbuhat (Business
Program Director), Mr. Nonong Fontanosa,
Ms. Malou Taruc, Atty. Beverly Aguihap
(Accountancy Faculty), Mr. Jed Loma, Ms.
Cecile Asoy, Ms. Mynne Dacoco, Mr. Arnel
Aragon and Ms. Carmela Ibanez (Business
& Marketing Faculty). Mr. Arnel Aragon
was the Overall Project Chairperson with
Ms. Dacoco and Ms. Ibañez as Program
Coordinators and Moderators.
The participants were also provided
free lunch meals and certificates of
participation as inclusive perks of the
project.

The registration desk
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The ardently
listening audience...

Cedrick Ian Aquino (left) with Mr. Leo
Querubin, JPCS President Fiscal Year (right)
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APC’s
AQUINO
IS THE NEW JPCS’ DIRECTOR
FOR REGIONAL CHAPTER
Kareen Gancio
The Junior Philippine Computer Society
(JPCS) announced Cedrick Ian Aquino as the new
Director for Regional Chapter after the National Board
of Officers election last November 30, 2014 at the
University of Makati.

responsibilities for the JPCS-APC as Asst. Director for
Logistics and VP for External Affairs in his first and
second year respectively, Aquino is confident that he
will be able to take on the challenges that will come
with this new designation.

After going through the process of application
for the National Board officership, Aquino was
selected as one of the top 9 candidates. Prior to the
election, which was held on the second day of the JPCS
Leadership Transformation Workshop 2014, each
candidate’s character, competence, and commitment
were evaluated through a series of questions. The panel
of judges included Ms. Cherry Palacio and Ms. Peach
Tinio of the Philippine Computer Society (PCS) Board
of Directors, and JPCS Director in Charge, Ms. Marjorie
Rose Tan.

Aquino shares, “This new assumed
responsibility in the JPCS National taught me to be
even wiser in time management. It also reminds
me of my reason for filing an application for the
NBO position - my passion in serving my fellow
students and seeing them gain something out of the
organization’s projects. Since I’m two terms away
from my internship, I really have to work harder
on giving my best shot in my academics, JPCS-APC
chapter and the JPCS National.”

Aquino, a BS Computer Science student of Asia
Pacific College (APC), is now spearheading the JPCS
regional chapters on top of his responsibilities as the
current president of the JPCS-APC Chapter.
With two years of experience in handling

APC

DANCE

COMPANY
BAGS
1ST PLACE

Wisdom Muceros and Chrisia Rosco

JPCS-APC is the central organization that
brings ICT Roadshows in APC in partnership with
companies such as the PC Buyer’s Guide, Google
Developers Group, and Mozilla Philippines. Aside from
the annual events like CSIT Fest, Mr. and Ms. SoCSIT,
30 Seconds: Fame or Shame, and SoCSIT Sports Fest,
they are also responsible for facilitating IT-related
competitions and seminars in APC.

Glorietta 2 Activity Center, Makati City - Asia
Pacific College Dance Company (APCDC) bagged the top
prize after edging out 22 other crews from different colleges
at the “RX Rhythm Street Dance” competition on its 13th
year, last December 7, 2014.
Rooting for a sweet victory since 2010, the
APCDC, who were fifth timers of the competition, prepared
hard to gun for a powerful 4-minute dance routine. All
crews battled their hearts out, all hungry for a podium
finish. Judges of the competition had their typical
criteria for choosing the best crew, eyeing on a smooth
synchronization, audience impact, and all that— but
APC’s very own dance company proved that they are the
hungriest, giving an all out performance which stood out
among the rest.
FEUsion of Far Eastern University took the 1st
Runner Up position, while the Company of Ateneo Dancers
of Ateneo de Manila University settled for a 2nd Runner up
finish. DJ Chris Schneider of Monster Radio RX 93.1, Mr.
Michael Arda, and Ms. Lema Diaz of the Philippine All Stars
served as the judges of the competition.
Truly, a well deserved victory from APCDC. Thank
you for making APC proud!
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The APC Mission
Asia Pacific College, powered by education
and industry professionals as faculty and a balanced
curriculum, aims to provide business and the
information and communications technology industry
in the Philippines and in the global community lifelong
learning graduates who are anchored on the principles
of integrity and professionalism.
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IBM Certified Designers who took the exam on Feb. 4, 2015 with APC
professors Mr. Joaquin Bamba, Dr. Manuel Calimlim Jr. and IBM
Technical Manager Dr. Alexis Pantola.
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DR. MANNY CALIMLIM

APC
aces

IBM CERTIFICATION
WITH 100% PASSING RATE
Joyce Ann Umali

Asia Pacific College once again got
a 100% passing rate at the recent IBM
Certification for Cognos. The students took the
exam last February 4, 2015 and March 11, 2015
at APC. Before taking the exam, these students
went through a rigid training under APC
professors Mr. Joaquin Bamba and Dr. Manuel
Calimlim Jr. Calimlim said that since APC is
equipped with the IBM Cognos software, the
students were given the chance to have a handson training by letting them turn big data into
a more comprehensive graphical presentation.
Calimlim also added that APC students’ skill in
analytics gives them an edge when they start
working for different industries.
IBM Certified Designers who took the exam on Mar. 11, 2015
with APC professors Mr. Joaquin Bamba, Dr. Manuel Calimlim
Jr. and IBM Technical Manager Dr. Alexis Pantola.

OUR NEW
IBM CERTIFIED
DESIGNERS ARE:

FEB
6

24
2015

Aipoh, Joanne
Andes, Mark Anthony
Baclaya, Joreen Jazzmin
Baes, Gen Hart
Caram, Fermin Marino
Casipit, Maria Isabel
De Leon, Ana Katrina
Denoyo, Meynard
Ferrer, Christine Joy
Flores, Jerica
Flores, Ma. Elisha
Frias, Levi Emmanuel

Fuentes, Kassandra Ysabel
Gutierrez, Chesska
Kadano, Gene Anthony
Montalban, Adrianne
Nerez, Carlos Daniel
Olalo, Christine Mae
Oncinian, Jose Louise
Ronquillo, Mark Joshua
Rubianes, May Rose
Sonico, Patricia Belle
Tan, Janella Elise

MAR

11
2015

Ablaza, Paul Alexis
Alair, Rhyzza Marie
Buaquina, Cherry Mae
Chua, Antonio
Coronel, Sheena Christine
Cuntapa, Alexis
De Leon, Michaela Maria
De Leon, Christine Jocelle
Del Corro, John Ernest
Fugaban, Rosajane
Gimenez, Mary Roanne
Hocosol, Liza
Limos, John Paul
Racelis, Pauline Joyce
Santos, John Michael
Tero, John Emmanuel
Trasmonte, Marie Kathleen

NEWS

APC STUDENTS

GET
ACQUAINTED
WITH
IBM BLUEMIX
November 17, 2014 – Members of Asia
Pacific College’s (APC) Junior Information
Systems Security Association (JISSA) and
IBM Philippines spearheaded a workshop to
introduce cloud computing to students by using
IBM Bluemix.
Bluemix is a platform as a service or
PaaS offering based on the Cloud Foundry
open source project that promises to deliver
enterprise-level features and services that are
easy to integrate into cloud applications.
The workshop was conducted by
Mr. Alexis V. Pantola, Technical Manager for

JUBILEE
CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
SENIOR HIGHSCHOOL

ASIA
PACIFIC COLLEGE
and

FORM PARTNERSHIP

Independent Software Vendor and Academic
Initiative Program of IBM Philippines and
attended by School of Computer Science and
Information Technology students, faculty
members and staff.
Pantola talked about developing and
hosting applications on cloud using Bluemix.
This provided an opportunity for students to
further understand the capabilities of new
technologies such as cloud and cognitive
computing.
For more information on IBM Bluemix
or to sign up for a free trial, please visit
www.bluemix.net.

From left to right: Adelina P. Calub (Training and Development Manager, APC
Center), Paul P. Calamiong, Ph.D. (Senior High School Principal, JCA), Sally L.
Coyukiat, Ed. D. (Executive Directress, JCA), Annie C. Chua (Parents Auxiliary
President, JCA), Gloria H. Ang (Academy Board of Trustees Secretary, JCA), Ma.
Teresita P. Medado (Executive Director, Student Services of APC and Managing
Director of APC Center), Dr. Paulino Y. Tan (President, APC), Ryan Joy J. Dizon
(Senior High School Coordinator, APC Center), Josephine Dela Cuesta (Executive
Director, Institutional Services, APC and Operations Director, APC Center)

Last June 3, 2014, Jubilee Christian
Academy (JCA) officials visited Asia Pacific
College (APC) for a possible partnership that will
enrich the JCA Senior High School. Knowing
APC’s expertise in Accounting, Business,
and Management (ABM) and Information
Communication Technology (ICT), JCA asked
the college to help them enhance and develop
its teachers’ capability to teach subjects in the
Grades 11 and 12.
APC was formed through an educational
partnership between SM Foundation and
IBM Philippines, Inc. Aside from their level 2
accreditation from the Philippine Accrediting
Association for Schools Colleges and University

(PAASCU) for Business Administration,
Computer Science, and Information Technology
programs, they are also recognized by the
Commission on Higher Education (CHED)
as a Center for Excellence in Information
Technology Education and Center of
Development in Computer Engineering
program.
After much prayer and planning, the
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between
JCA and APC was finally signed last November
17, 2014. Once again, the Lord has provided a
way for JCA to level up its competence for God’s
greater glory!
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The non-academic skills of School of
Engineering (SoE) students were put to test last
November 24-28 as they celebrated their 13th
annual SoE Week. The events were headed by the
organizations within SoE, namely the Association of
Computer Engineering Students (ACES), the Society
of Electronics Engineering Students (SEES), the
Robotics Organization (ROBORG), the Math Society
(MATHSOC), and the Math Resource Center (MRC).
The theme for this year’s SoE Week is “EmergeEng: Rise of the Engineers.”

MON SOE FUN RUN
DAY

RISE
OF THE

ENGINEERS

SOE
WEEK
2014
AT

Wainwright Rubia Jr.

The Fun Run marked the start of the SoE week.
Students were assembled at the APC Parking Lot at
5:30 am and were required to wear proper running attire. Each participant must complete the course of three
laps along Barangay Magallanes.
WINNERS:
1st Place - CpE and ECE 131
2nd Place - CpE and ECE 14X
3rd Place - CpE and ECE 121

MON FOOD
TRIP-ENG
and

DAY

SING-ENG BEE

The Food Trip-Eng was a competition wherein
food combinations and cooking skills were put to the
test. Each merged block was given a budget of P150 per
dish. Aside from the judges, each block shared their
dishes with other blocks as part of the Food Trip Eng.
The Sing-Eng Bee on the other hand was a
block vs. block singing contest. Selected songs are for
duets. The songs cannot be repeated and acapella music
is not allowed.
WINNERS (FOOD TRIP-ENG):
1st Place - CpE and ECE 121
2nd Place - CpE and ECE 131
3rd Place - CpE and ECE Terminal
WINNERS (SING-ENG BEE):
1st Place - ECE Terminal
2nd Place - ECE 121
3rd Place - CpE 14X

MON
DAY FLASH MOB
The Flash Mob was yet another new event
for this year’s SoE Week wherein up to 5 students
performed at the cafeteria unexpectedly.

MON MINUTE TO

DAY

WIN IT

Each pair per block was given one minute to
finish a challenge before succeeding to the next round.
The competition was divided into three rounds: The
Elimination Round, where there were five challenges
and the top four pairs moved on to the next round. The
Semi-Final Round also had five challenges and the top
two pairs faced each other at the Final Round.
WINNERS:
1st Place - ECE 131
2nd Place - CPE 131
3rd Place - ECE 121
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TUES

DAY

VANEZA VARGAS

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS

COMPETITION

The LoL (League of Legends) Competition
was the first event for the second day of SoE Week. A
total of 16 teams registered for the said tournament.
WINNERS:

Participants and organizers
of SOE Week Fun Run.

1st Place - SORRY
Kenneth Yabyabin, Kurt Magpayo, Peter Pereyra,
Christian Macapayag, Arlan Guevara
2nd Place - GD131
Khyle Neria, Marko Santiago, Adrian Agawin,
Marwhin Carandang, Alexander Agawin
3rd Place - YSG “Yellow Status Gaming”
Evan Balutan, JC Pecayo, Jacques Barriga,
Raymond Ayroso, Midori Enomoto
4th Place - “Brownies”
Apollo Valdez, JC Gante, Kris Dalid, Kyle Marquez,
Domingo Arcangeles
Garena Philippines sponsored the prizes
for the winners which include merchandise and ingame currency (RP).

TUES WRECK-ENG BALL
DAY
The WreckEng Ball was a basketball
competition held at the APC Gymnasium. It was
divided into 3 parts: The “4 on 4” match up,
where each merged block must have four to six
representatives in order to participate. The next
match is the “3-Point shootout”, wherein a pair from
the representatives attempted to earn as many points
as they can within the time limit. The final match
was the “Basketball All Stars” wherein selected SoE
Students were matched against the APC Faculty.
WINNERS:
1st Place - CpE and ECE 14X
2nd Place - CpE and ECE 131
3rd Place - CpE and ECE 121, 111 and Terminal

TUES HUMAN

DAY

GAMES OF THE GENERAL

The Human Games of the Generals occurred simultaneously with the WreckEng Ball at the
Multi-purpose Hall 2 (MPH2). Though the mechanics are similar to the board game, the initial plan was
to use students as the pieces. However, due to time
constraints it was continued on the board rather
than using actual people.

WEDNES

DAY

WET-ENG

Another new event introduced in this year’s
SoE Week celebration was the WetENG. Though
similar to the laser tag game we see in amusement
parks and malls where players have to hit their
opponents, WetENG contestants used water guns
with either red or blue water depending on their
WINNERS:
1st Place - ECE 121
2nd Place - CpE 121
3rd Place - CpE Terminal
WEDNES

DAY ENG-KWENTRO
The EngKwentro was the talent show event of
SoE Week conducted at the APC Auditorium wherein
each block had to perform anything related to the
theme of the current SoE Week and engineering.
WINNERS:
1st Place - CpE and ECE 121
2nd Place - CpE and ECE Terminal
3rd Place - CpE and ECE 131
WEDNES

DAY NOW SHOW-ENG
The Now ShowENG was a short film festival
of SoE week. Each block produced their versions of
a movie trailer. The theme of the short films was in
line with EmergENG (brotherhood) and connected to
engineering.
WINNERS:
1st Place - ECE 111 and Terminal
2nd Place - ECE 121
3rd Place - CpE 121

WINNERS:
1st Place - CpE and ECE 121
2nd Place - CpE and ECE 14X
3rd Place - CpE and ECE 131
WEDNES

DAY KALOKALIKE
The Kalokalike competition was an event
where a pair of students per block impersonated and
mimicked a famous or known duo.
WINNERS:
1st Place - ECE 121
2nd Place - CpE 14X
3rd Place - ECE 131

THURS

DAY

THURS

DAY

TOTAL
BLACKOUT

Total Blackout was a game that tested the
contestant’s senses such as smell, taste and touch.
The game required two representatives per block.
Each representative was blindfolded and guided by
an ACES officer through the dark room. They were
asked to identify what they are tasting, smelling or
touching as fast as possible.
WINNERS:
1st Place - CpE 121
2nd Place - ECE 121
3rd Place - CpE 131

FRI ENG YOGA

DAY

Only 30 participants were accommodated for
this event, including professors and students.
Participants were required to bring their own
yoga mat, jogging pants, extra shirts, a face towel
and must not eat an hour before coming to the
event. Each participant was required to pay P100
as a reservation fee which will be returned if they
attended.

ENG MARATHON

The ENG Marathon is the amazing race
version of SoE Week wherein students have to
clear challenges within stations located at the APC
Building. Five participants per block are required to
join this event. This is also a merged event.
WINNERS:
1st Place - CpE and ECE 121
2nd Place - CpE and ECE 14X
3rd Place - CpE and ECE 131

Human Games of the General
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FRI

DAY

PERA O
PLUS POINTS

This event is similar to the “Pera or Bayong” game in
a noon-time show, except that the participants must choose
between money or plus points. Five participants per block
joined the elimination round until only one person remained.
The sole remaining student had to choose one from the plus
point’s boxes and the bargaining began.
The prizes were tools, food items, plus points and
money. No winner was announced so everyone was given 5
points for their block.

SCENES
FROM THE

SOE

FRI SOE NIGHT
DAY

NIGHT

2014

SoE Night was the final event of SoE Week
wherein the awarding of the winning block took place along
with the announcement of winners for other events. SoE
students were also given time to party during SoE night
before they go back to their daily lives.
At the end of all the activities, ECE 121 gathered
the most number of points and was announced as the
winner. Here is a tally of the points accumulated by each
participating blocks:
ECE 121 (1st Place, 302 points)
CpE 121 (2nd Place, 269 points)
ECE 131 (3rd Place, 182 points)
ECE 14X (4th Place, 178 points)
CpE 131 (5th Place, 173 points)
CpE 14X (6th Place, 162 points)
ECE 111/Terminal (7th Place, 160 points)
CpE Terminal (8th Place, 156 points)
Congratulations to the whole SOE community for
the successful run of SoE Week 2014!

“Let’s Get Techie” seminar hosts, Edward
Adriano and Amanda Valenzuela

LET’S GET
TECHIE
Magallanes, Makati City – Public high school
students from three different campuses in Pasay City were
given an opportunity to explore the exhilarating world of
engineering through the “Let’s Get Techie” event, organized
by the School of Engineering (SOE) last November 26,
2014. This one day event aimed to excite these students by
allowing them to operate the capstone projects created by
senior ECE and CpE students.
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Students were warmly welcomed and
toured around the APC campus, focusing on
the Engineering floor where laboratories and
equipment are. They were also given a chance to
take a look at each of the ECE and CpE students’
prototypes. After the tour, the students were
ushered to the auditorium, marking the start of the
program. Edward Adriano and Amanda Valenzuela
hosted the event. Igniting that day’s event was a
mind-opening introduction and welcome remarks
from SoE executive director Engr. Stanley Glenn
Brucal. Engr. Brucal shared the fact about the
large demand for engineers in the industry, most
especially in the field of technology. According
to him, there is a wide variety of opportunities
waiting for young professionals in the said field.
The most awaited part of the program
was the presentation of the projects. The following
were the presenters during the program and their
projects:
Ivan Molina (BSCpE)
Reverse Vending Machine
The project promotes earth conservation
by letting people recycle goods and earn money at
the same time
Felix Navarro (BSCpE)
Shuttle Ticket Machine
The project serves as a loading station
for the APC ID intended for shuttle service use
which promotes a more convenient and faster
transaction.
James Matthew Wong (BSECE)
Soil Nutrient Detector
This project aims to heighten farm
productivity through effective soil analysis.

Anna Marie Zamora (BSECE)
Paper Recycling Machine
The project is intended for easy paper
recycling within a local household or within an office.
To spice up the event, the APC Dance
Company showcased their amazing dance moves.
The event concluded with some closing remarks
from the APC Admissions coordinator, Mr. Edward
Mendoza, touching some relevant information about
the entrance examination and scholarship grants in
APC.
Students were delighted about the
experience and were thrilled about the amazing
possibilities in their future careers. The event proved
how awesome it is to be a “techie”!

MAKE ME A
SOE MODEL SEASON 6

NEWS

Wainwright Rubia Jr.

WINNERS:
Best Theme Shot - Maynard Heyasa and Raisa Nasara
The annual Make Me a SoE Model
Competition was the highlight of the SoE Week
celebration. The theme this year was Medieval and
thus, the competition was called “Make Me a SoE
Model: Reign of Heralds”.

Best Upside-Down Shot - Raisa Nasara and Denzel Pituc
Best Gone Mad Shot - Roselle Ecube and Maynard Heyasa
Best Newspaper Shot - Edward Adriano and Frances Castro

The judges for the events were Ms. Nica
Garcia (BS ECE graduate and was the 1st RunnerUp of Make Me a SoE Model Season 2), Mr. Smith
Dela Peña (Business Administrator of University
of Sto. Tomas), Mr. Nester Almagro (a Magna Cum
Laude from Far Eastern University), and Mr. Red
Zurbano (Head Designer of Onésimus).

Gentleman of the Night (Award by Onésimus) - Elise Galang

The candidates who claimed the title of Mr.
and Ms. SoE Model Season 6 were Mark Pituc and
Frances Castro, while first runner ups were John
Mark Amangan and Raisa Nasara. The hosts for this
event are Gil Vince Reyes and Samantha Mallari
from APC Speaks.

Best Theme Wear - Mickoe Domingo and Frances Castro

Mr. and Ms. Congeniality - Maynard Heyasa and Frances Castro
Best Formal Wear - Elise Galang and Frances Castro

The non-SoE Organizations who helped or
participated in this event were APC Speaks, APC
Strings, APC Grand Chorale and the APC Flickers
Photo Society.
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APC’s
VEGGY SPREAD
MADE IT TO THE

TOP 10

ESQUIRE

OF

FINANCING INC.’s

FIRST FUELING
THE DREAM:

BUSINESS
MODEL
COMPETITION

L-R: Mr. Jed Loma, Jessa Rosales, Romeo Nemeño, Tala
Mendoza, SoAB Executive Director Angelita Salting and
Business Management Program Director Manuel Magbuhat

Joyce Ann Umali

Students from the School of
Accountancy and Business (SoAB) once
again brought pride to Asia Pacific College
(APC) by making it to the top 10 of
Esquire’s Financing Inc.’s first Fueling the
Dream Business Model Competition. Jessa
Rosales, Kristal Jade Mendoza and Romeo
Nemeño Jr. presented their business plan
for the Veggy Spread last January 10, 2015
at the Asian Institute of Management with
the help of their adviser APC professor Jed
Loma.

The Veggy Spread offers a healthy
spread made from fresh vegetables from
Benguet province. The spread is not just for
health conscious consumers but is also perfect
for kids. In this business model, the proponents
are not just promoting healthy lifestyle but
they are also helping the Igorots in Benguet by
bringing their organically-grown vegetables
closer to consumers.

When asked what they want to tell their fellow
APCians, Rosales said “Step up and make
yourself proud because lack of trying is the
perfect definition of failure.”
Fueling the Dream aims to gather
university/college students who would like to
contribute to sustainable development through
planning socially and environmentally relevant
ventures (http://www.efifuelingthedream.
com/#final-presentation).

This once-in-a-lifetime experience
taught the students the value of taking chances.

SM FOUNDATION
AND VOLUNTEERS
ON A MISSION
Ralph Nico Ducot

March 4, 2015 - A total of 457
individuals were served by 60 volunteers
from SM Foundation, Asia Pacific College,
the Philippine Red Cross, Department of
Social Welfare and Development (DSWD),
and a team of dentists and doctors, for a
day of the “Medical and Dental Mission
2015”, held at the basement area of SM
City Marikina.
The said activity began at 8:00
in the morning and ended by roughly
4:00 in the afternoon. The volunteers
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were equally divided among the five
steps of the activity, starting from the
registration, checking of vital signs,
numbering of the clients, medical
and dental consultation, and the
distribution of medicines. Recipients
of the mission were beneficiaries of the
Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program
(4Ps) under DSWD, members of
Gabriela (women’s rights organization),
pupils from day care centers of
Marikina City, and employees of SM
City Marikina.

NEWS

ECE 141
Champion

CHEERS
AND

CHANTS

Photos courtesy of

OLIVIA PARIAN

COMPETITION:

SOMA & SOE
EDITION
Olivia Parian

The School of Accountancy and
Business (SoAB) freshmen had their time to
shine in their Cheers and Chants competition
last term. This time it’s the frosh from the
School of Multimedia and Arts ( SoMA) and
the School of Engineering (SoE) who took the
limelight and showed off their best cheers and
chants performance. Organized by the English
Resource Center (ERC), the Cheers and Chants
Competition was held last February 13, 2015
at the APC Auditorium and was hosted by Mr.
Nomer Yuzon. The judges were ERC faculty

members Mr. Dustin Celestino and Ms. Precy
Agaton together with Chief Librarian, Ms. Ria
Libao.

ABMA 144
1st Runner Up

It was then time for the students to take
the stage. Seven blocks from SoMA and three
blocks from SoE competed. Everyone in the
auditorium was at the edge of their seats as they
watched and cheered for their favorite teams.
The competition ended with the announcement
of the winners. ECE 141 was hailed as the
champion followed by ABMA 144 (1st runnerup) and ABMA 142 (2nd runner-up).

ABMA 142
2nd Runner Up

Congratulations to the ERC for another
successful cheers and chants competition, to the
10 blocks who gave their all, and lastly to the
winners!

A SEASON OF GIVING:

APC SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
Photos courtesy of

THE RAMPAGE

Joyce Ann Umali
Dec. 22, 2014 – Eyes dampen during the Christmas
party of Senior High School students of Asia Pacific College as
each of them received gifts from fellow students, faculty and
staff. Weeks ago, these students were asked to make a “wish
list”. Most of them wrote material things, but one student,
Anthony Hung asked for a math tutor who could help him in his
studies. Seeing the determination to do well in his academics,
APC faculty and APC Math Society adviser Mark Ernest Dizon
asked the help of the Math Society to grant Hung’s wish.
During the celebration, Math Society President
Rocenoelle Hipolito and Vice President Robert Raven Villa
surprised Hung with a math tutorial grant. But the generosity
of Math Society did not stop there, after learning that 12 senior
high school students attend their Mathematics and Statistics
classes without a scientific calculator, they pool the resources
of their organization to give them their own calculators. “It was
an act of genuine generosity in this season of giving and sharing.
A calculator maybe considered as a simple gift but it means a lot
for our scholars” said APC Senior High School coordinator Ryan
Joy Dizon.
Senior High School students entertained the guests
by performing song numbers and a speech choir piece entitled
‘Christmas Bells”.

Senior High School students with APC faculty and APC Math
Society adviser Mark Ernest Dizon, Math Society President
Rocenoelle Hipolito and Vice President Robert Raven Villa

Before the party ended, the students also received loot
bags containing a Noche Buena package. The students also used
the opportunity to thank their benefactor Alvarez Foundation for
giving them the opportunity to study.
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HIPHOP
HOORAY:
A CHRISTMAS DANCE

COMPETITION
Chrisia Mae Rosco

ABPsy

141

Champion

December 10, 2014 – The grooving started for
the freshman students of the School of Multimedia
and Arts (SoMA) and the School of Engineering (SoE)
as Physical Education-2 (PEDTWO) classes joined the
hiphop dance battle. Though the participants were given
the liberty to choose their remixed music, the organizers
added a twist to the competition by challenging each
group to add some beat and sound of Christmas.
The dance competition was hosted by BSTM
students Ynna Escano and Luis Ayuyao and organized by
the Tourism Management Society (TMSOC) and TM 121.
The hard task of judging the performance of all groups
was assigned to the following persons:
Elvin O. Ulayao
Princess P. Arro
Japheth Reyes
Kingsley Franco
Macky Garcia
Nine blocks graced the dancefloor followed
by the APC Dance Company (APCDC) who showed off
their winning moves in last Monster RX Radio Dance
competition.

ABMA

144

1st Runner Up

Moving forward to the competition, the winners
were finally announced. ABPsy141 took home the first
place followed by ABMA144 (1st runner-up) and ECE141
(2nd runner-u). The winners received a certificate from
Arian Faye Chavez (Event Manager), Mr. Jomel Lopez
(Physical Education-Professor), Mr. Japheth Reyes
(Coach-APCDC) and Mr. Macky Garcia (MemberAlliance PH).

ECE

141

2nd Runner Up

The purpose of this event is to see how the
students excel not just academically but also in dancing.
This also helped them conquer the stage with confidence
and show their artistic side by dancing.
When asked how the competition contributed in
their lives, some participants answered that it enabled
them to express their artistic side and strengthened the
bond of friendship within their blocks.

textbooks but includes a variety of novels and
other references as well.
Various books have taken APC students
and faculty by storm as the book fair returns for
the 3rd Term. Organized by the APC Library,
the book fair was held last January 22 to 23,
2015 at the APC Cafeteria. Bookstores and
publishing companies like National Bookstore,
Rex Bookstore, and Mutya Publishing
participated in the event by offering books for
students, faculty and staff at a discounted price.
The selection of books was not just limited to
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The book fair has given the APC
community an opportunity to purchase books,
may it be for class or just for the pleasure and
luxury of reading. Books not only widen a
reader’s knowledge on things but it also let you
experience a wide range of emotions. If you felt
bad that you have missed the book fair, don’t be
because there will be more book fairs to come.
Just sit tight, relax and grab a book as you wait
for the next book fairs to come!

BOOKFAIR

TERM
THREE
Olivia Parian

NEWS

APC ERUDITES

IS 2ND RUNNER-UP IN THE

INVST
COMPETITION 2014
Katrina Malang

Eliminations
Team Erudites of Asia Pacific College
School of Accountancy and Business (APC-SoAB)
was hailed 2nd Runner-up in the Grand Finals of
the UPJFA INVST (University of the Philippines
– Junior Finance Association Intercollegiate
Valuation and Strategies) Competition 2014.
The team is composed of BSA students headed
by Julie-Ann Pulmones as team leader, Melissa
Llorca, Agnes Georgine Macasero, Katrina Marie
Malang, and Mary Armi Milanes.
The team was selected as one of the top
five to present their valuation report during the
competition’s Grand Finals at the Philippine Stock
Exchange on November 29, 2014. Their analyses
of Globe Telecom Inc. were critiqued by esteemed
panelists from the Finance Industry. Each team
was given a total of 30 minutes to present and
defend their case study.
Other teams that made it to the Finals
were from Ateneo de Manila University, University
of the Philippines, and De La Salle University
Dasmarinas. Teams Boyzone and Annuiteam, both
from the University of the Philippines, were hailed
as the Champion and 1st Runner Up, respectively.

Prior to the Grand
Finals, APCian representatives
outstood when they analyzed
and interpreted the financials of
their assigned company, Emperador
Inc. This initially elevated them to the
top 16 teams that were given the chance
to attend the two-day training seminar held
at Globe Tower in Bonifacio Global City. This
also enabled its members to advance to the actual
stock valuation competition.
The two-day training was facilitated by
industry professionals who shared their expertise
about research writing, financial forecasting, and
stock valuation techniques, to name a few. The
participants were also given the opportunity to
ask questions in an open floor session. The queries
were responded to by Mr. Jose Mari Fajardo,
Globe Telecom’s Investor Relations Officer.
In the seminar, the teams were given
a software that would aid their analysis of the
subject company which is Globe Telecom, Inc.
They were delegated to study the performance of
the company and value its stocks through the use
of different valuation techniques.

Team Erudites (L-R):
Mary Armi Milanes,
Agnes Georgine Macasero,
Melissa Llorca, Julie-Ann
Pulmones (Team Leader),
Katrina Marie Malang

UPJFA INVST
Intercollegiate Valuation and Strategies
Competition also known as INVST is a research and
valuation competition hosted by the University of
the Philippines – Junior Finance Association. This
competition aims to uplift the financial literacy
of young Filipinos and enhance their knowledge
through a number of stock valuation cases.
The INVST Competition 2014 was held
within the period of August to November.
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EDITORIAL

Illustration by

ALYANNA BANTOK

by

APCians:

FOCUSED, MOTIVATED
EMPOWERED
For centuries, the world has been in the
hands of great leaders who created an impact on the
lives of different people from all nations. Some of
these leaders have used their metal fists to govern
their people, some even abused their sovereignty. But
the leaders who made a mark on this earth were the
ones who led not only to govern, but also to inspire
and motivate people to become someone who matters
in the society.
Al Gore, the US leader who may have failed
to become the US president did not stop on making
a difference for his country and to the world. He
continued his legacy of opening minds about the
worsening case of global warming and travelled
different parts of the world to let the truth be known.
African-American Baptist minister, Martin Luther
King, Jr. has always been remembered about his
optimism about equality and how he spearheaded
the civil rights movement. Jose Alberto Mujica, the
incumbent President of the Republic of Uruguay,
shook the world by his simple living despite the
power. He was tagged as the “simplest and poorest
president” in the world but he also belongs to
the most respected ones. All three of them led by
examples. They were empowered by the people and
they have empowered their people in return. This
cycle of empowerment revolves around everyone.
Despite our young age, we are already
empowered to decide for ourselves. We set our
personal goals and try to achieve them. We may
either fail or succeed in the process but we should
remember the lessons we have learned and take full
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Ralph
Nikko
Ducot
responsibility for our actions. In case we succeed in
achieving our personal goals, we should not forget
that we have a responsibility in our community. Like
the way the three mentioned leaders have done their
parts, all of us have a purpose and we must seek this
purpose as we live our lives. As students, we always
look forward to a brighter future, and of how we can
make a change in our lives. But have we ever asked
ourselves what could be our contribution in the
society? What can we do for the development of our
community?
It may sound like a very big responsibility but
we have to remember that no task is too big if done
together. We just have to keep in mind that each one
of us matters and we have the power to be the change
that we want to see in our community. We may start
by identifying our role in the community because this
role will be our basis on making decisions on what
we want to become after finishing school. The huge
number of choices empowers us to explore on the
diversity on the field of the workforce. For example,
a student who wants to settle in the field of news
and public affairs may focus on broadcasting and
journalism, while a student who wants to become a
doctor will focus on the field of medicine.
The time we spend on the academic
institution that we’ve chosen is exactly the same
time that our competencies are also being shaped
up. We are being trained not only to fulfill the needs
of the industry but also to become future leaders.
It is always necessary that we are confident enough
when it comes to fulfilling our duties. The internship
program not only provides a training ground for us
to use what we have learned academically, but also

enables us to learn about the reality of the work life.
Since everyone works individually, it is
important that we also know the true value of our
tasks. There are a lot of things to learn and unlearn,
and this is an unending process. As students, we
should know how to listen as we are instructed and be
objective as we implement what we have learned. But
even though we are still learning, as long as we love
what we are doing, we can become better and better
every single time.
Motivated students are those who firmly
believe that they can make an impact on whatever
they do. Empowerment starts upon believing that
someone can make a difference and focus on work
that matters.
The country and the world needs empowered
people. Since students like us have a big role in
nation-building we have to do our part. In addition,
there will always be a need to continue the legacy of
shaping the lives of the future builders of our society.
We have the power to create a better future and the
hope of a good future lies on what’s being created
today. Make a difference now!

ERRATUM (Vol. 6, No.2)
From article: CSIT and Psychology:
Cry for Freedom (page 17)
Champion: MI 141, CHAMPION

STUDENT
STUDENT

SECTION
SECTION

SHINE ART EXHIBIT
Olivia Parian

The efforts, sweat and tears of the
students from blocks ABMA 131, ABMA 132,
ABMA 133, and MI 142 have paid off as they
were able to pull-off SHINE, an art exhibit for
their Art Appreciation class under Mr. Jerome
S. Asuncion.
The exhibit was officially opened last
December 15, 2014 at MPH1 and lasted for
the whole week. The opening night featured
Reverb, a short film by ABMA student Sofia
Costales. Part of the presentation of the film
was Costales’ ballet performance with deaf
ballerina, Ms. Denisse Limcuando.

Just when everyone thought that the
best part of the night was over, APC Alumnus
Mr. Paul Adrian De Vera came up in front and
delivered his inspirational talk for the younger
APCians. He shared how he survived, and in
fact thrived, as an ABMA student back in the
days. In his speech, he challenged the audience
to seek their own light and someday shine
brightly as an individual, as an APCian.
The event was made possible through
the joint efforts of the exhibit officers, students,
and Mr. Jerome S. Asuncion with support
from APC Elevate, APC Lifebox, Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship (Manila), and APC Grand
Chorale.

GUEST SPEAKER

MR. PAUL

ADRIAN

DE VERA

Mr. Jerome Asuncion and APC alumnus and guest speaker Mr. Paul
Adrian De Vera together with Shine Art Exhibit officers.

Photo courtesy of

CJ YUCOCO
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STUDENT SECTION

APC IDOLS’

VALENTINE’S

Photo courtesy of

CEDRICK AQUINO

SWEET TREAT
Mynne Dacoco

The love month fever gave us the opportunity
to celebrate it sweeter with APC Explorers’ Club’s (in
collaboration with the Junior Philippine Computer Society
(JPCS)) sponsored event - “Valentine’s Treat with the APC
Idols” held on 13 February 2015 (made Friday the 13th
less scary too) at the APC Cafeteria.
The event was a mini-concert and reunion among
the featured former APC Idol finalists serenading the
audience with selected love songs. Celebrating a decade
of successful seasons of the APC Idol, these finalists who
performed during the said mini reunion concert include:
Drucille Ena Sugon (Season 8), Alden Policar (Season 8),
Eunice Gatdula (Season 9), Al Supapo and Terrence Gil
Dionisio (both from Season 10), likewise, Season 10’s APC
Idol, Donna Formalejo.
The said Valentine’s event was also a kick-off
activity for the APC Idol – Season XI where all the season’s
finalists were introduced and rendered a special song
number. This year’s finalists are the following: Diosah
Nina San Antonio (BS Psychology), Henry Corcuera
(ABMA), Wisdom Muceros (MA), Emil Estella (ABMA),
John Christian Agpalo (ABMA), Meliza Joy Vida (ABMA)
and JR Alan Viray (BM).

Two of the highlights of the program were the “flash
mob” romantic surprise orchestrated by the TM freshmen
which provided the starter plot and the songs dedication
part from APC students where we picked the nine (9) best
dedication entries which were sung by the Season 11 finalists.
The program was hosted by Ms. Joanna Hipolito (IT
Student and a Public Speaking competition winner).
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STUDENT SECTION

MAD WORLD:

UNRAVELING
THE
CREATIVE
GENIUS
Feb. 8, 2015 | SMX Convention Center, Pasay City

Wisdom Muceros
The Philippine Junior Marketing Association (PJMA) unveiled its biggest
and most renowned event for this year at the SMX Convention Center in Pasay City,
last Feb. 8, 2015. “Mad World: Unraveling the Creative Genius” was attended by over
6,500 delegates from all over the Philippines.
The event was formed together with one of the leading integrated
communications agencies in the Philippines - Havas Media Ortega. The delegates of
the event were refreshed by five of the best speakers who have made their marks in
this dynamic industry, as they tackled timely and applicable learning of how creativity
works in advertising.

November 17, 2014 - The Philippine Center for Entrepreneurship - Go Negosyo
launched its newest programme for selected and outstanding college junior and senior
students, presented as the Go Negosyo “Building Enterprising Students for Tomorrow” (BEST)
Programme, held at the Manila Polo Club.
The launch of Go Negosyo BEST is one of the major highlights of the Global
Entrepreneurship Week Celebration in the Philippines. It is a mentoring program dedicated
to high-performing and outstanding students from different universities in the country, who
will become the next generation of change makers, nation-builders, and catalysts for inclusive
growth. It is an avenue for academically outstanding junior and senior college students to be
exposed to an excellent pool of Filipino entrepreneurs and industry leaders.
BEST aims to inspire and teach these students to be enterprising and entrepreneurial,
even though they may not necessarily be business-inclined. The program offers relevant
empowering activities for those who are determined to help themselves excel. It is a one-year
program with quarterly activities, which will give them the learning sessions and exposures
that should hone their leadership qualities and competencies.

GO NEGOSYO
BEST
(Building Enterprise Students for Tomorrow)
November 17, 2014 | Manila Polo Club

Wisdom Muceros
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INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY

PARTNERS
PARTNERS

JAPAN

OPENS DOORS FOR

PROMISING

CAREERS
THROUGH NIU
Ralph Nikko Ducot

becoming a remarkable reality.

January 31, 2015 – Asia Pacific College
warmly welcomed the representatives from
Nagasaki International University (NIU),
headed by its Project Adviser, Mr. Hitoshi
Kato, for a day of exploring career possibilities
and the presentation of NIU’s highlights on its
academic programs.
Known as a university where students
from across the globe gather together as
one, NIU continues to prove its stability as
an academic institution through its diverse
programs that made APCians left in awe.
Interns, as well as other interested APCians,
signed up for the seminar which was held at
the Multi-purpose Hall 1 (MPH1), and were
seated for a great opportunity to seek for
endless possibilities for their future careers.
NIU offers one to four year courses in which
students can choose from. Under NIU is the
Nagasaki Japanese Language School, which
offers a one year course for learning how
to communicate in Nihongo, as well as the
Nagasaki Junior College, which offers two year
courses for Global Communications and the
Food Department. Four year courses include
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International Tourism, Social Work, and
Health and Nutrition. Among the highlights of
the presentation were Filipino students who
were seen to have made a mark in NIU for
being such diligent and hardworking students.
Mr. Kato emphasized that these students were
given privileges for scholarships and were
allowed to work part time to earn additional
money to cover their daily needs.
Mr. Kato also edified the essence
of a complete 16-year academic
background which has been a system
of most countries in the world.
The Philippines is expected to
implement the full K to 12
system by 2016, but Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs)
in the country, such as APC,
had already volunteered in
modeling the Academic Track
of this system, which started
way back in 2012. These
efforts by both institutions
are ways of igniting the
dreams of its students on

NIU and APC’s partnership became
possible through a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU), opening opportunities
for students from both institutions for
exchange student programs, internship and
other academic opportunities. The MOU was
signed by APC President, Dr. Paulino Y. Tan,
and NIU President, Dr. Naoki Abe.

INDUSTRY PARTNERS

APC-EMERSON
TIES, STRENGTHENED
Kareen Gancio

Quezon City – Asia Pacific College
(APC) expands its alliance with long-time
partner, Emerson last 12 February 2015.
This time, the partnership was forged
with Emerson Electric Asia, Ltd., the
mother company of five global businesses
including Climate Technologies, Network
Powers, Process Management, Industrial
Automation, and Commercial & Residential
Solutions.
The recently sealed partnership
strengthens APC and Emerson’s
commitment to promote and develop
Student Internship; Faculty Immersion;
Research and Development Projects;
Community Involvement Projects; Seminars
and Trainings; as well as Recruitment
Activities.
Since 2010, Emerson has hired a
total of nine APCians from the Schools
of Accountancy and Business (SoAB),
Multimedia Arts (SoMA), Engineering (SoE),
and Computer Science and IT (SoCSIT).
The APCians are being entrusted the posts
of Systems Analysts, Engineers, Web
Developers, and Creative Specialists among
others.
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Dr. Manny Calimlim

It’s been five years since the first issue of the official newsletter of Asia
Pacific College, The RAMPage was launched and to give everyone an idea on how
this newsletter came to be, here’s a brief backgrounder. On September 2009, the
Publications Office initiated the “Name That Newsletter Contest”. It was open to all
APC students and employees. From almost 50 entries, “The RAMpage” stoodout as
it embodies the APC community. The newsletter title was the entry of Nina Anzures,
Manny Calimlim and Eric Ebia.
From then on, The RAMpage became a medium in celebrating achievements,
showcasing creative talents, and expressing the thoughts of APCians. Community
outreach activities and new partnerships with academic and industry leaders were also
announced in the newsletter.
CONGRATULATIONS to every member of The RAMpage and to all the
contributory writers, photographers and artists for its success.
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FEATURE

EXCELLENCE

AT ITS BEST
Ken Ricafort

It’s normal that parents would want
their children to strive to be the best in class—
to become honor students, receive awards, and
become academic achievers. But medals and
certificates aren’t the only things that matter
in life. Yes, they would help a lot when you’re
finding a job, and they would be a good add-on
to your resume as well as your credentials,
but being an honor student isn’t what
makes up a person.

she got tired of laying back and being sloppy
and realized that she did not want to be a “Jack
of All Trades, Master of None”. Because she
was not getting any younger, she needed to
reevaluate her life as to where and what she
wants to invest her time and effort in.

Photo courtesy of

TEATRO PHILEO

A great example is Venece
“Keng” Dingal, a BS Computer
Engineering student of Asia Pacific
College (APC) who proved to be a
young successful professional
despite not being in the honors
list.

Knowing this, I was really inspired
by what she had accomplished in
such a young age, and I hope that
other APCians, rather, other 		
students will also be encouraged to work
hard for a better future.

TEATRO PHILEO T2
A.Y. 2012-2013 SHOOT

Keng said that it was really hard when
she started doing part time jobs while studying.
She found it difficult to manage her time. She
forgot due dates of projects, instructions,
and everything else in between. She used to
think that taking down important notes and
schedules was lame. She told me that she had
never been so wrong in her life, and she had
to learn the hard way. She also said that “The
key is to really plan ahead so you can focus on
everything that you’re currently doing”
Keng got involved in several projects
in the past and now she is spearheading the
development of a company’s HR System
which is mainly being developed to create an
Automated Office Security System and Payroll
System.
The most challenging part of working
while studying has a lot to do with focus
-- trying her best not to be distracted with
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school while she was trying
to do work-related stuff or vice
versa. This was hard for her because
whenever she starts working on a
project, she gets very invested in it and
the development process often takes over
her whole attention.
Despite all these challenges, Keng
told me “Always remember to set
your priorities first and let it 		
guide you. And never sacrifice
your health for money. You think
you can buy it back but you really
can’t.”

Keng never considered
herself academically smart. It was
just that whenever she wanted to
do something, she would really give
all her effort. She was never afraid
of trying out new things and be
challenged whenever she doubts her
capabilities. There was a point when

as AYA in VINCENT RICAFRENTE’S
DIREKTOR’S KAP 2011

MAKE ME A
SOE MODEL 2010

Five years from now, Keng plans
to pursue higher forms of education and
certification in the field of Computer
Engineering and Management.
When asked what she wanted to
be in the future, Keng replied:
“Given my age, work experience &
background, I can say that I am happy as to
where I am right now. In the future, I really
do hope that I can be a part of a company that
is changing the world through technological
inventions and innovations. I really want to
belong to the technologically progressive side of
the human race. I want to affect people. I want to
change lives. I want to re-engineer how humans
think or do things. I want to affect the world in
the way that Thomas Edison, Nikola Tesla, Steve
Jobs, Lary Page, Sergey Brin, Marie Curie, Bill
Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, and Beyoncé did. They
all have set the bar for their respective industries.
I wanna be a game changer. These scientists,
engineers, artists and the likes have done (or
some of them are continuously doing) something
fruitful with their time here on Earth. “Now
what am I gonna do with mine?” is the question I
always ask myself. I don’t want to be an employee
forever. My ideal job is to have my own lab and
do awesome research and experiments that will
further benefit mankind.”

DIRECTOR’S
DIRECTOR’S
CHAIR
CHAIR

SHOWCASING
APCian PoTENTIALS
Angelita Salting
For APC, the year 2014 ended on quite a high note. It showed
what a true APCian could and would achieve. From our vantage point
in the School of Accountancy and Business (SoAB) for the last quarter,
allow us to count the ways.
First, the BIDA 2014 (Business Idea and Development
Award) … an annual national competition organized by the
Philippine Chamber of Commerce aimed at bringing out great
business ideas from students and recognizing creative or innovative
products or services that use available local, indigenous or recycled
materials. Our students’ two entries both bagged major awards –
HUEVO ORGANIC TOOTHPASTE was adjudged the Best BIDA in the
Non-food Category while FIESTA BUZZ (Luxury Tourist Transport)
won the 2nd Best BIDA in the Service Category.
Second, the October 2014 CPA Licensure Examination
… arguably one of the toughest professional examinations in the
country. Our graduates delivered another strong performance –our
summa cum laude Cedrick Zapanta ranked 3rd out of over 11,000
examinees nationwide and APC had 60.61% passing percentage (vs.
the national passing percentage of 37.02%).
Third, the INVST (Intercollegiate Valuation and
Strategies Competition) … a research and valuation competition
hosted by the University of the Philippines – Junior Finance
Association aimed at uplifting the financial literacy of young Filipinos.
Our team, ERUDITES, was hailed as 2nd runner-up – a meaningful
step considering that this is our first attempt at such a competition,
and our students rivaled in the final round with four other teams from
UP, Ateneo and DLSU-Dasmarinas (the Champion and 1st runner-up
awards both went to the two UP grand finalists).
Fourth, the SAP Lumira University Challenge 2014 …
an exclusive contest sponsored by SAP University Alliances allowing
students to create stunning visualizations and stories with innovative
big data, infographics and reports using Lumira, SAP’s new product.
Our team, The Squirrels, submitted the entry VITAL SIGNS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE in response to the Challenge “Helping the
World Run Better” and was declared not only as the Champion in the
Philippines but also as the Southeast Asia Over-all Champion.
Fifth, the Fueling the Dream … a business model
competition launched by Esquire Financing, Inc. aimed at gathering
students who would like to contribute to sustainable development
through planning socially and environmentally relevant business
ventures. Our team, Veggy Spread, landed in the Top 10, along with
other entries from University of Asia & the Pacific, De La Salle-College
of Saint Benilde, Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila and Ateneo de
Manila University.
And as the year 2015 unfolds, we take note and count the
other competitions/events/programs where our students unfailingly
shine and make a name for our beloved APC. Lest we forget, we also
thank our teachers and advisers for their mentoring and coaching, the
management and staff for their support, our students’ family members
and friends for their love, nurture, and understanding, our dear
students for their achievements and the pride they bring and our God
Almighty who makes all things possible and to whom we give back the
glory.

Ms.ANGELITA

SALTING

Let us please sustain our untiring efforts. Let us please
continue to extend our unwavering support. Let us please keep the
faith.

OIC, SoAB

Worth it!
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MISERANDO
ELIGENDO

ATQUE
James Matthew Wong

It was June 2014 when Catholic Church
leaders confirmed the visit of Pope Francis in
the Philippines on January and yes, it was just
six months away. While everyone is excited, we
at the Catholic Media Network (CMN) office are
sweating profusely on how we are going to lay
out the plans – coverage, technical aspect, sales,
personnel, etc.
Even though my internship in CMN ended
last April 2014, I still decided to continue as a
volunteer technical assistant – and this paved the
way for me in getting involved in the Papal Visit.
During the first phases of the
preparations, Fr. Francis Lucas included me in
one of the meetings of the Media and Information
Committee and there I have learned what is
expected from us and the extent of our work. Fr.
Francis, being the Executive Director of CMN
was given the responsibility to be the Papal
Visit co-host broadcaster for radio, the Internal
Communications sub-committee and to handle
the Radio Vaticana which is under the Sala Stapa
della Santa Sede (Holy See Press Office). Getting
more into the details, there they took up concerns
about the satellite, the internet communications,
and two-way radio communications – in other
words all about electronics engineering.
My experience there was both
overwhelming and exciting. Overwhelming
because of the extent of the work and the
expected output and exciting because I was able
to apply what I have learned in APC.
It was November when tasks in the office
were finally laid out. Fr. Francis assigned me
to handle the Vatican Radio. I got excited just
by the thought that I might meet the Pope in
person and nearly forgot that I would be doing
all the technical things for them. One thing that
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bothered me was that I have no one but myself.
What the Vatican Radio tells Fr. Francis to do
will fall directly to me so I have to think how I am
going to deliver their requirements.
What was my assignment then? To
arrange everything in order to come up with a
radio studio for the Vatican Radio that includes
a soundproof booth, four symmetric 10-Mbps
connections, clean video and audio feed, and set
up computers. And before I forget, I also have to
learn basic Italian.
I was given the budget and with that I
bought all the necessary equipment. The next day,
I set them up along with the soundproof booth.
CENTREX provided the booth and together
with two new friends from Uratex, we had the
acoustic foams mounted on the panels. It was a
real application of what I learned in Acoustics
(ECETRA3) plus the glue in your hands, the eerie
sound of silence and going home late.
January 13. “Ciao! Come stai?” The
very first three words I joyfully said while I was
still setting up the computers when the Italian
personnel came in to check their ‘home base’.
“Mi dispiace, non parlo molto bene
Italiano.” I said.
“No, no, no. Bene Italiano! Capisco?”
Adriano said. (He is the technical staff of the
team.)

“Cosi, cosi signore.” I replied. I told them
that I was still working on the final touches of
their office and the next day everything will be
ready and in place.
Audio and video – check! Internet
connection – check! But then Adriano
approached me and said that there is a problem
with the internet connection. He let me hear
through his headphone the audio stream he is
trying to access and what I heard are gaps. He
said that those are packet losses because of bad
internet connection. Good thing I was able to
somehow coordinate with the PLDT personnel
to check if there was a limit on the attempts on
searching the fastest route (having less hops)
which common connections have.
I would also like to share that I was the
one whom Fr. Francis volunteered to inspect
all the technical requirements paid by the
CBCP for the Luneta Mass. I conducted the
inspection January 17, Saturday. I got to inspect
the stage – the microphones, the speakers, the
choir’s sound system, the technical booth. I was
accompanied by Judge Josephine in my whole
inspection. It was even awkward because she kept
on addressing me as “Engineer”. Well mainly
because Fr. Francis introduced me to them
as “Engineer”. I asked the sound system staff
about their provisions for rain especially for the
condenser microphones because those are the
sensitive ones and might cause sparks. I called
their attention as well with concrete supports
of the speakers and advised them not to hoist
them at a higher height because of possible winds
during the Mass knowing that there
is a typhoon. Also, I asked
them if they were able
to secure the fiber
optic connections
for the video
output to LED
walls because
one of the
connections
was
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accidentally cut by DPWH.
I would always remember my
participation in the Papal Visit and I owe many
thanks to Fr. Francis for the trust he gave me
by giving me this assignment. Also, I would
always remember the closest people to the
Pope who blessed and traced a cross on my
forehead – Mons. Guido Marini (Papal Master of
Ceremonies) whom I met at UST last December
and Fr. Federico Lombardi, SJ (Spokesperson of
the Holy See). I am also grateful for having the
chance to meet the whole Vatican Radio team
headed by Sean Patrick-Lovett (Director for
English, Vatican Radio). I also met Fr. Gregory
Gaston (Rector of the Pontificio Collegio Filippino
in Rome) and Carla Lim of TV5 who were both
with the Pope aboard the Shepherd One.
Who am I to be with such people? I am
just a student with little experience but Pope
Francis’ motto inspires me most – miserando
atque eligendo which means ‘lowly but chosen’.
Better and licensed professionals usually would
have been chosen for this assignment to ensure
everything will be close to perfect. I just simply
thanked God for this. Also, this was a chance for
me to prove that serving God is never a hindrance
to practice one’s profession. I also realized that
the Church needs professionals in her work of
evangelization. This was also my chance to raise
the banner of APC, because in my little, simple
and fragile ways, I was somehow able to apply
what I learned in school and put it into real and
tangible outputs.
		
Last January 18, I
received a package from Vatican –
two rosaries from Pope Francis
and a personal note from
Mons. Guido Marini. This
was after I personally wrote
Mons. Marini through
email about how I felt
blessed of meeting him
and becoming part of
the Papal Visit. He sent
me two rosaries, one
for me and one for my
younger brother who is
in the seminary. It has
been my wish to receive
a rosary blessed by the
Pope because I intend to
bring it with me when I take
the board exams – 			
and it was granted.
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LIFESTYLE
PROFESSIONAL
WRESTLING:
VIOLENT THEATER
Igi Espelta

Remember back in the day when we would
always be excited for every episode of Raw or
Smackdown as we got home from school? Who’s
going to face the champion? Who’s going to get
screwed out of a title match again? These are
the questions that we always ask whenever we
tune in to Professional Wrestling (Pro-Wrestling
for short). While there are many different ProWrestling companies, we will be discussing the
most popular company to date: World Wrestling
Entertainment (WWE).
Pro-Wrestling (unlike the actual GrecoRoman wrestling) is unlike any other sport. I
don’t even consider it to be a sport, as everything
is staged because all superstars (wrestlers) have a
gimmick. A gimmick is a character that is given to
a certain wrestler. That wrestler plays the gimmick
accordingly and should be able to portray the
personality of the character given to him/her. Take
the superstar Brzay Wyatt for example. While his
real name is Windham Lawrence Rotunda, he is
known to the fans as Bray Wyatt. His gimmick is
that of a cult leader who sends cryptic messages
through his messages. He speaks in a way that it
keeps his opponents and audience thinking on how
to decipher the actual messages that he wants to
send.
It may sound weird, but that’s how ProWrestling works. You give a superstar a gimmick
to work with, and he/she will go with it, whether
he likes it or not, as WWE is a business first. This
is all for the sake of entertainment, hence the “E”
in “WWE”.
One common misconception that people
have about Pro-Wrestling is that it is “fake”. Fake
is a wrong word to use. There is a term that is used
in the business called “kayfabe”. Kayfabe basically
means that the whole thing is scripted. The moves
are real and the injuries that the superstars suffer
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are also real.
You can call this
“violent theatre”.
Every show starts
with a promo. A promo is
where characters involved
in the main storyline come out
and discuss their rivalry with their opponent
via speech. This is done to further the storyline
and to bring up the audience up to speed in case
they missed it. Past issues are brought up and
sometimes new ones are created. Then their
opponent comes out and says his piece, usually
ending up in either a physical confrontation or
psychological warfare. A match is then set up
between the two in the main event later for that
night or they can just settle it in the next pay-perview, which can be described as special events.
There are also sub-plots in the show, and
these are usually told via backstage segments.
There is a monitor above the entrance ramp
wherein the audience can see what the characters
are saying. Backstage segments help create new
storylines or even further other storylines. There
are many sub-plots that can happen, and any topic
can be covered, whether it be jealousy or even a
love triangle. This then sets up even more matches
for that night.
The undercard matches usually go first,
then we go to the midcard, then finally, the main
event. The main event is what closes the show, and
just like in theatre, the final scene has to create an
impact. In the case of pro-wrestling, expect to see
a great performance from the athletes, as it is the
final match for the night. The athletes give it their
all, creating awesome spots (moves) that leave the
audience in awe. Believe it or not, Pro-Wrestling is
just like dancing, only violent.

Every year, the WWE hosts an event
called “Wrestlemania”. Think of it as the NBA
Playoffs or the NFL Superbowl. This is a culmination of everything that the superstars have
worked hard to achieve. Being part of this event
is a dream of every wrestler. If they get a match
at the event, even though it’s just an undercard
match, they’re still going to be happy about it,
because they can say that they made it. Even
though they come up short, they’re still going to
be happy about it. That’s how much of a dream
it is to them. Millions of people tune in to Wrestlemania because it is the biggest league. It gives
the thrill that we get when we watch the NBA
Playoffs.
To those who are unfamiliar with the
WWE, allow me to give you a list of current
WWE superstars who you need to watch, as well
as their matches that I personally enjoyed:

D ANIEL BRYANS
One of the most popular superstars
in the roster, Daniel Bryan made a name
for himself in the indies before moving to
the WWE. He has exciting moves and an
energy that cannot be matched. Often seen
as a “B+ Player”, he proved otherwise by
winning the WWE World Heavyweight
Championship at Wrestlemania 30.

NOTABLE MATCHES
Versus Dean Ambrose, Hell in a Cell 2014 (Hell
in a Cell Match)
The Shield versus The Wyatt Family,
Elimination Chamber 2014 (6 Man Tag Match)
Versus John Cena and Brock Lesnar, Royal
Rumble 2015 (Triple Threat Match)*

Versus Emma, NXT Arrival, February 27, 2014
Versus Naomi, Money in the Bank, 2014*

Versus John Cena, Summerslam 2014*
Versus CM Punk, Over the Limit 2012*
Versus Randy Orton and Batista, Wrestlemania
30 (Triple Threat Match)*

The biggest bad guy in WWE to
date, Seth Rollins, similar to Daniel Bryan,
made his name in the indies. He then
moved to WWE NXT, which serves as a
proving ground to up and coming WWE
superstars. He then became part of one
of the biggest factions (group) in WWE
history, The Shield. Rollins is now flying
solo but his moves are getting better.

The most controversial superstar
in the WWE. Some fans love him but
more hate him. But despite the criticism,
John Cena is known to deliver good
matches if needed.

NOTABLE MATCHES

NOTABLE MATCHES

S ETH ROLLINS

J OHN CENA

The men aren’t the only ones who can go
at it. Let us take a look at the ladies who break
hearts as well as bones. While they’re infamous
for putting on mediocre matches, there are a few
matches, however, that stand out:

LIFESTYLE

NOTABLE MATCHES
Versus CM Punk, Money in the Bank, 2011*
Versus CM Punk, Raw, February 25, 2013
Versus Shawn Michaels, April 23, 2007

P AIGE
The youngest female to ever
grace a WWE ring (at age 21), Paige has
wrestling experience during her stay in a
previous company. She may not look like
it, but she’s got a mean streak.

N IKKI BELLA
One half of the Bella Twins and the
current Divas Champion, Nikki is slowly
improving her skills as a pro-wrestler. She
brings power moves that are not expected
of a Diva and has good ring psychology. Oh,
and she hits a mean forearm.

Photos courtesy of

GOOGLE.COM

NOTABLE MATCHES
Versus Brie Bella, Hell in a Cell, 2014
Versus Paige, Main Event, January 06, 2015
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TRAVEL
TRAVEL

Penang Malaysia

HOW
I
TRAVELLED

Selfie with Petronas

SOUTH EAST ASIA

AND WHY YOU
YOU SHOULD TOO
Ceferino Francisco

WANDERLUST.

A strong desire for or impulse to wander or
travel and explore the world.
Philippines Singapore Japan Malaysia
Thailand Vietnam Cambodia
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Crossing border - Hatyai Thailand

TRAVEL
Bitten by the travel bug, and to travel is just
the cure. I had my first travel abroad when I became
an exchange student in South Korea when I was
18 years old. It was the first time I had to live away
from my parents and to experience life on my own.
My stay in a foreign country became an opener and
made me realize that the world is a good place to live
in, so why not explore much of it. When I returned
home, I planned my next adventure. However
coming from a typical family where travelling abroad
is a luxury, it will all depend on me on how will I
make my travel plans possible. Until the day it has
come, my Travel 2014.

Independence Palace Cambodia with
my local friends and Filipino friends

Making my Travel 2014 materialize was not easy. It
took time and effort, but it all boils down to proper planning.
Like what one of the summits I have attended told us, “Success
is where preparation meets opportunity.” Do not just plan
hard, plan it smart. You do not need thousands of dollars but
all you need is just hard work and determination.

Yeungnam Uni, South Korea

1. Apply for a Scholarship - My first travel abroad
is in South Korea when I received an exchange student
scholarship grant from the South Korean government. It was
a great opportunity for me since everything is free. All I have
to do is study and maintain a good academic standing. I ended
up with almost 4.30/4.50 GPA at the end of the semester.
Aside from my tuition fee, airfare and accommodation, I also
received a monthly stipend, which is more than what I need,
so I saved almost half of my stipend every month for my
side travels and shopping. In just four months, I was able to
explore almost one third of the South Korean peninsula, from
the deadly border of DMZ to the sunny beach of Tongyoung. I
also visited the beautiful countryside and historical province
of Gyeongju and Daegu.
There are many scholarship and fellowship grants
available out there. You may try applying for the Erasmus
Programme of the European Union and Monbukagakusho
Scholarship of the Japanese government. You can apply for
these scholarships for free but remember that you have to
work hard to get in.

Philippine Delegate AFLES
2014 in Malaysia

2. Join International Conferences or
Exchanges - Joining international conferences or exchanges
is another way to travel abroad. Depending on your interest,
there are many international exchanges going on right now
specially with upcoming 2015 ASEAN Integration.
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TRAVEL

JENESYS Japan
I joined ASEANpreneur Youth Leaders Exchange
2014 and was able to travel to Singapore. After the conference,
I went on a side trip to Malaysia to visit Lego Land. Another
conference I joined is the JENESYS 2.0. It not only gave me
the opportunity to visit Japan but also to experience its rich
culture. I have also participated in the second ASEAN Future
Leader Summit 2014 where I had the opportunity to travel
throughout Peninsular Malaysia and Southern Thailand. Not
bad eh? All of these for a little or no cost.

Puka Beach, Boracay
3. Save up. This takes a lot of practice and exercise.
When you first experience living abroad away from the
comfort of your home, you will then realize that some things in
life are just plain useless. I have given up drinking soft drinks,
eating junk food, and buying useless stuff. With these little
sacrifices, you can save enough money for your travel every
year. I have been saving up for almost two years for my travel
plans in 2014. Also with proper preparation combined with
determination, you will be living your dream in no time.

I also have a travel fund. I have a separate bank
account for this and I make sure that all monetary gifts,
excess cash, and savings from my allowance go directly to this
account. People might wonder how a student who has P200
allowance everyday can afford to travel. My answer is proper
saving and DETERMINATION.

AYLE Singapore

The things listed above are the ones that I have tried, but
I am sure that there are a lot more ways to travel as a student.
You can be a volunteer, an Au pair, or even have an internship
abroad. Like what I have said, you do not have to be a
millionaire to travel and to make your dreams come true; all you
need is determination and hard work. We now live in a world of
social media wherein almost all information is available online.
Exchanges, scholarships, conferences, and promos are available.
There are a lot of opportunities out there so don’t waste your
time. Try and take the risk. After all, there is no harm in trying.
Life is shorter than what you think so make the best out of it.
I hope in 2015, I would see a lot of student travelers
taking advantage of what the world has to offer. Take on your
backpack and book a ticket now. Remember, “The world is a
book and those who do not travel read only one page.”

Angkor Wat - Backpacking Cambodia
Read more about my travel
adventures and experiences at www.
untypicalasian.blogspot.com and
check out my travel photos at my
instagram @Guzzvaughn
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BLITKRIEG
May Liwanag

The vicar on earth spoke
Defending albeit unheard
It transcends language
Faith? Love? Pain?

The mournful goodbyes
Ticking of the clock
Tweeting of birds
All in the box of package

Who am I to be asked?
Listen
To the bliss of genuine text
Fill the gap

I wish “there was no heaven”
No religion, just love.
But reason dictates and says
Everytime I hear the voice “it’s okay.”

5.15.1912-103rd
Patrice Lavandero

Off for her maiden voyage, the ship of dreams
She danced with grace through the sea’s rippling
waves.
They say, “God could not even sink this ship”
RMS Titanic, people would worship.
I walked the deck with my betrothed
Without the knowledge of the tragedy ahead.
The chilly winds enveloped the ship,
Though we never knew this would be her final trip.
Intoxicated with happiness as she sails.
Warmth against my skin as I shiver with delight.
We watched the sun setting behind the rails.
So romantic, such magnificent sight!
At midnight, alarmed as the ship was hit.
Iceberg towered fifty to sixty feet.
It does not matter as I recall
Titanic was titled unsinkable.
“Women and children first”
I was never prepared for the worst
The slim chance of being reunited
With my man, my beloved
He kissed my forehead, sadness on his face.
He said, “This is such a beautiful place.”
My tears intrusive, stinging my eyes.
“We’ll meet again,” we said out goodbyes.
My love took off his coat
And he wrapped it around me.
I was place in the wooden boat warm and comfy.
Waited inside a lifeboat
Watched the tragedy unfold.
The majestic ship listed and groaned
Left only deafening silence, Atlantic cold.
Aboard the rescue ship Carpathia
My search for my love, I am not close
Broke down, hysteria finally rose
As I mourned inside the “ship of widows”

BATAS
PAG-IBIG
AT

May Liwanag

Ang pagmamahal ay batas na di dapat suwayin
Baka sa huli, ikaw ay hulihin
Kapag ito’y tumalbog tulad ng ‘sand tseke at ito ay peke.
Mananagot at magbabayad sa korte.
Ang pagmamahal ay may karapatang tumahimik,
Tigib ng salitang masakit, di dapat nababanggit.
Kailangan ng ebidensya kung ikaw ay magmamahal,
Dahil walang bahid alinlangan ang kailangan
Ito ay di saklaw ng kontrata at panuntunan ng madla
Na kapag lumabag ay kulong ka sa Muntinlupa
At sa huli, lahat ng mga nabanggit
Ikaw at ako rin— ang huwes na magsasabi

VAGUE
Roxanne Abordo

We’ve been through loving each other
Now I am bound to set you free
We may find another
But I promise to keep what you left in me
This was simply not meant to last forever
And pain is frankly inevitable
Ache might be unbearable
But memories will be forgotten, never
You were once the disease I don’t want to cure
When I thought our love was pure.
I promised to love you ‘til death is send
You promised to love me ‘til forever finds its end
When inspiration turned into illusion
I’ve wished this was a delusion
Everything was a perfect whim,
Then I woke up, “we” were only just a dream
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PANANAW
Wisdom Muceros

Nagtataka ka ba
Kung bakit ba ganyan
Ang nararamdaman mo
Ika’y nagisip
Ika’y naghintay
Ng tamang panahon
Para ika’y mapansin ko
Sa bawat saglit
Ng iyong buhay
Ako lang ba talaga
At wala nang iba
Pang mamahalin
Pang habang buhay
Kundi ako lang?
Nagaabang, magaabang
Ng iyong pagdating
Sa aking buhay
Nagbibigay, ibibigay
Pagibig na hangad mo
Mula sa puso
Nananalangin
Na sana, na lagi
Tayo’y magkapiling
Ngunit nadarama
Ang takot at kaba
Ang ating puso,
Handa na ba kaya?

Expectations
Wisdom Muceros

Every day, we walk into our lives in different ways. We make different choices, and
face different consequences. All of these options require us to think about anything
and everything that may come about, whether it is for the good or not. It’s a matter
of being strong enough because we don’t have any choice but to be strong to live. One
day, we will just realize that no one can help us but ourselves. If anyone expects you to
be strong enough, then be. But if you think you’ve reached your breaking point, then
learn to stop. Stop for a while and rest. Stand up once again and go on with your life.
Struggles will always be by your side no matter what. The only thing that you should
keep in mind is to never give up and never be tired of reaching your goal. And if you
can’t meet the expectations of others, then at least try to reach your personal best.

Redemption SATURDAY
Mae Lisaca

Miguel Mabatas

The wake in your absence
Left a thorn in my conscience
Try as I must, though I wish to flee;
The abyss comes back to haunt me
The lost time in between in immeasurable breadth
Leaves me crippled on the ground
Choked by agony from the sprailing wreathe
Cries of desperation; my only sound
The wish to turn back time remains to linger
The cause of it all points an accusatory finger
The tantalizing desire only fuels the fire
That buries me deep with regret in the mire
Please turn back time to return what was min
The reassuring warmth in your arms that I’ve felt
The warm brown eyes that twinkled and shined
Now a pair of steel eyes and ice that won’t melt
The Shattered pieces are never to be restored
Ardor and passion; all for naught and to abhor
Naive; yet I believe that we both shall recover
With faith, I endure every moment that I suffer
Forgive me as I atone for my past; relieved at last
Before I pull the last thread on me being sane
A dark, cryptic shadow on my love was cast
You, who’ve brought me to life, are my ultimate bane.
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If loving someone isn’t about logic or reason
What is it that we love about a person
If you don’t hesitate to tell the people you care
If words could change the world, would you dare
If you lose your uniqueness for fear of being disliked
You’re no longer the person that I always liked
If letting you know something I’m not telling you is enough
Reaching for the stars is tough
But how far must I go to care for no one
The least interesting answer is usually the correct one
If we’re going to regret it either way
I’m glad that I’ve met you
Happy Valentine’s day
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I lived a life of death and sorrow,
I lived today like there’s no tomorrow
Guns and knives I used to fight,
To turn the wrongs into the right
Nothing really mattered to me,
Either than adventure and ecstasy
I didn’t care if I would die today,
The orders of my master I shall obey
I know I’m smart and witty and bright,
But all I wanted to do, was fight
I was never afraid to lose anything,
Because I knew that I had nothing
I’m a joker, a wild card, and an ace,
In this world of lies I was always out of place
“KILL ME NOW”, I once said,
I bet my life until I was dead
It was always me, myself, and I,
But in the darkness I lay down and cry
I never knew exactly what was TRUE,
I never thought of me and you
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Heartbeat fast,
Background song plays
All of these are love clichés

I was just there
By the counter
When I looked right and I saw him after

Lover comes closer,
Slow motion scenes
It’s too mainstream, cliché on movies

My soul left me
While his face shone
I was left speechless, I can’t move alone

Those scenes happen
When the lead roles meet
It’s love at first sight! They repeat and repeat

Heartbeat fast
Background song plays
All of these are love clichés

But guess what my friend,
The clichés all happened on a whim-The corny scenes I dealt when I simply saw Him

But how can he
Make the clichés
So new and beautiful that the feeling stays?

But one day I saw you in the crowd,
It was then when you turned my world around
I can never change my past, or the reality of who I am,
But I can be the best for you, and I will prove it all to them

“Like dandelion sunset
up above, cloudy
cheeseburgers with
additional fries won’t
be the same without
mom’s traditional
spaghetti cooking for the
true kind of love that
is nothing compared to
typical romance”
Dev Velasquez

You say e’erthing’s all o’ right
Like above as jet as the sky up night
Your voice was the first to hear
Like love and care to tread lightly but bright
To this red but purplish Valentine’s day
Fissures in my heart you left open
Meaningful lessons like songs that play
The fallen to soothe the question when
February is not only for lovers
Also for men who died of bullet and others
Death by giving birth or by worse
Essentially for our heartily first nurse
Through education and flamboyant talent
Lifted arms dressed proud up like flags in honour
To gaffe is unequal to flop but a mere dent
Forthright care more titanic than to that of a manor
And when the Earth stops circling and moon dead dark
Parents, descended or not, may we fly with you?
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Lazy Lilly
“Wha---“
“I Know!”
“Then WHO?”

*DISCLAIMER: All characters in this work
are fictitious. Any resemblance to real persons,
living or dead, is purely coincidental.
I never thought studying English would be this
busy, writing here, reading there, practicing here, and
speaking there and so on. It was tiring indeed, so tiring that
it came to a point when I fell asleep in class, bet anyone could
relate to that. The terrible part of falling asleep in class is
missing the lesson where the quiz will be based, the good
things is Anton got notes so I approached him in his seat to
borrow them.
When I reached his table, his head was down the he
asked “Do you feel sleepy again?”
“Haha, yeah. Can I borrow your notes?” I asked,
doubting he’ll lend them because he needs to study as well.
“Sure! But can I just send you a scanned copy
later?” He asked
“Of couse!”
“Awesome! And you know what’s more awesome?”
“What?” thinking that he might just have another insane
prank on mind. Instead of bursting out of excitement, he
instructed me to sit down. He faced me still smiling, I just
stared back blankly when finally spoke. “Guess what?”
“What?”
“I discovered something!” and immediately this
got my attention. I held his shoulders and shook him while
saying “Just say it!” Then he just laughed and said “You might
have noticed that you haven’t been receiving letters right?” I
nodded and made hand gestures for him to continue. “Well,
he stopped because I caught him putting letters in your
locker.”
“WHAT? WHEN? WHO? WHY DIDN’T YOU TELL
ME IMMEDIATELY?!?!?!”
“Yeah! I saw him a few weeks back, I can’t really
remember” Anton thought, looking like he’s trying to recall
when he saw Seaweed Brain putting letters in my locker. I
waved my hands in front of him to get him back and when he
did I asked “Why didn’t you tell me immediately?”
“First of all you were busy all the time that I didn’t
get to see you and then I forgot so, yeah!” and stuck out his
tongue.“Okay, I’m sorry. So why are you telling me this now?
And most importantly who the heck is ‘Seaweed Brain’”?
He extended his arms and held out his hands to
calm me down, and when I was calmed down he spoke.
“I’m telling you this now because I just saw him and I
remembered.” He explained slowly.
“What? When?”
“A few minutes ago. He’s in our class.”
“Wha---“
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“Joseph Salvador” and then Anton rested his hands
on his knees. I then closed my eyes and took everything
in slowly. When I thought to myself, why would Joseph
Salvador, of all people, leave me letters, gifts and all when I
know he has a girl friend?
As if reading my thoughts Anton spoke again, “I did
ask him why he did it.” Then Anton explained that when he
caught Joseph putting letters in my locker, Anton shouted at
him and Joseph just froze where he was.
Then Anton asked why Joseph was doing all these
stuff for me, then Joseph explained that he wasn’t doing it for
me. He doesn’t even know who the heck I was,he just thought
it was his girlfriend Claire’s locker because he saw her go to
my locker with Anton.
So Anton got confused. He took out his phone and
showed a picture of me while telling Joseph that it was my
locker and not his girlfriend’s. While looking at my photo,
Joseph looked like he saw a ghost and slowly backed away
until he was out of sight, leaving Anton with my open locker
looking confused.
“It was really weird Cath. It bothered me so I
investigated everything about him and his girlfriend. Then
I found out that his girlfriend Claire Atienza died last
year before classes even started because of a myocardial
infarction.” Anton told me with his sad look.
It was really sad that the guy just lost someone he
loved. “By the way, what is myocardial infarction anyway?”
“Way to go to the kill the vibe Cath! Well, it’s simply
a heart attack. Turns out the girl had a heart condition ever
since she was 10.”
“Sorry. And woah, that’s really hard to take in,
where did you get all these information? And what does it
have to do with my locker and those letters?”
“I know right! Remember Jesse Roxas from SoE? I
asked, found out they were classmates back in high school.”
“Well that’s weird how this is all connected, but
what does it have to do with me and seaweed brain?
“I’m getting there! And it’s totally weird because Jesse told
me that you look exactly like Joseph’s girlfriend, like a carbon
copy.”
I asked him why Joseph uses the penname ‘Seaweed
Brain’ in his letters, he said that it was Claire’s favorite
character from that Percy Jackson books that’s why Joseph
brought the name to life.”
I really didn’t know what to do or to say next. It was
too much and I felt selfish that this ‘Seaweed Brain,’ Joseph
did all these for his girlfriend while I just focused on finding
all those guys who gave me the letters.
“Does Joseph even know that Claire’s gone and I’m
not her at all?”

“Yup. Jesse told me that Joseph was with Claire
the whole time when she was in the hospital, till she passed
away. He said that Joseph hasn’t moved on just yet and when
he saw you he thought that Claire wasn’t gone at all but when
Jesse saw you when he knocked you out, he immediately told
Joseph that you weren’t her and that she was really gone.”
“That’s really a lot to take…” I said softly as I looked
at my hands.
“I know, I really feel sorry for the guy.”
I did too. It was too much pain a person could bare,
I may not have lost anyone I love the same way he did but I
can feel his pain. This is far greater than just surviving people
who admire you but surviving life itself. I felt bad that Joseph
just lost someone he loved at an early age and I thought that I
should do something to help him.
“Anton, I think we should do something” I
suggested. Anton lifted his head, eyes filled with hope and
sadness.
“I was thinking the same thing!”
“So what should we do?”
“You tell me, you said it out loud first”
“Okay, fine… let’s get him to go with us for lunch
and talk everything out” I smiled thinking it was the best
thing I could do for a guy who I really don’t know.
“Sounds like a plan!” Anton agreed.
After our talk we raced to our next class, there we
saw Joseph and asked him if he could join us for lunch and
he agreed. It wasn’t long enough when it was time for lunch.
The three of us all headed to Jollibee. We bought the food and
when we were all done we talked. We asked Joseph how he
was feeling and doing. He explained that it was hard to lose
someone you love and harder to see them in someone else.
Listening to him made us realize how important
life is and we shared our sympathy with him. After our long
chat and exchange of stories Joseph spoke “Guys, I’m really
thankful for the lunch and for listening. It’s been a while
since I last talked to someone about my feelings and Claire.”
Joseph then faced me and I can see that he didn’t look as
sad as before, “and Cath, I’m really sorry for the letters and I
really didn’t mean it, it’s just that you remind---“
“Joseph it’s cool! No worries at least we finally got
everything straight and that we’ll be here for you”
“Hell yeah dude!” Anton butted in and high fived Joseph.
There when Joseph lost someone, he gained two friends to
take her place.

--THE END--
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